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Der renommierte Schlagzeuger Christian Dierstein hat zusammen mit einer Forschungsgruppe der Hochschule für Musik
Basel die Spieltechniken auf dem Schlagzeug aus neuartiger Perspektive erforscht. Im Zentrum stehen nicht die
Schlaginstrumente, sondern ihre Anreger: Schlägel, Hämmer, Bögen, spezifische Handtechniken bis hin zu
elektronischen Impulsgebern. Sie alle werden im Buch detailliert beschrieben und ihr Anwendungsspektrum in sorgfältig
ausgewählten und kommentierten Literaturbeispielen dargestellt. Zahlreiche Essays von Gastautoren wie Nicolaus A.
Huber, Steven Schick, Fritz Hauser und Bernhard Wulff verankern die spieltechnischen Beschreibungen im
zeitgenössischen ästhetischen Diskurs. Sie verdeutlichen, dass im aktuellen Komponieren und seinem erweiterten
Material- und Performancebegriff gerade die Frage der Anregung und der Interaktion mit Klangobjekten ins Zentrum
rückt. Entstanden ist ein umfassendes Nachschlagewerk für Komponisten und Interpreten, das sich auch als Inspiration
für zukünftige und innovative Herangehensweisen ans Schlagzeugspiel versteht.
The Ultimate Sound Operator's Handbook is written to specifically address the concerns and needs of sound operators of
all types. High-quality audio is imperative, whether you're running sound for a rock, country, punk, or jazz band
performing in clubs, arenas, or outdoor parks. With the advent and implementation of large-budget multimedia
presentations, high-resolution multichannel audio for movies, television, and downloads, any live act must sound great to
be well received by today's increasingly savvy audience members. This comprehensive handbook focuses on each
aspect of live sound in a way that is straightforward and easy to understand, breaking the process down into principles
and practices that assist the modern sound tech in everything from planning and budgeting to mixing and recording the
live show.
Leonardo Da Vinci’s Elements of the Science of Man describes how Da Vinci integrates his mechanical observations
and experiments in mechanics into underlying principles. This book is composed of 17 chapters that highlight the
principles underlying Da Vinci’s research in anatomical studies. Considerable chapters deal with Leonardo’s scientific
methods and the mathematics of his pyramidal law, as well as his observations on the human and animal movements.
Other chapters describe the artist’s anatomical approach to the mechanism of the human body, specifically the
physiology of vision, voice, music, senses, soul, and the nervous system. The remaining chapters examine the
mechanism of the bones, joints, respiration, heart, digestion, and urinary and reproductive systems.
Percussion instruments may be our oldest musical instruments, but only recently have they become the subject of
extensive scientific study. This book focuses on how percussion instruments vibrate and produce sound and how these
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sounds are perceived by listeners.
The "Goldenberg Book" has been used by generations of orchestral snare drum players to develop their skills. As well as
studies and etudes, this book includes excerpts of major orchestral repertoire for snare drum and all of the instruments of
the percussion family. This edition, edited by Tony Cirone, includes phrasings and stickings along with re-engraved
etudes. This book is the primary source for percussionists to learn proper technique and important orchestral repertoire.
This unique and encyclopedic reference work describes the evolution of the physics of modern shock wave and detonation from
the earlier and classical percussion. The history of this complex process is first reviewed in a general survey. Subsequently, the
subject is treated in more detail and the book is richly illustrated in the form of a picture gallery. This book is ideal for everyone
professionally interested in shock wave phenomena.
Percussion instruments such as drums, cymbals, gongs, and xylophones comprise one of the largest and ever-expanding areas of
music performance, composition, and sound effects. Profusely illustrated, A Dictionary for the Modern Percussionist and Drummer
is an essential resource for any student, professional, or amateur musician who wants to delve into the vast world of percussion
and drumming instruments and terminology. With an emphasis on modern terms in many languages and genres, James A. Strain
has defined, detailed, and explained the use of percussion instruments and drums not only for classical genres (such as orchestra,
symphonic, band, and opera) but also for popular styles (such as jazz, rock, music theater, and marching band). Also included are
those world music instruments and ensembles commonly found in public school and university settings (such as steel drum bands,
samba bands, and gamelan ensembles) as well as historical genres related to rope and rudimental drumming. Written for
professional and amateur percussionists as well as non-percussionist educators, this book includes valuable topics on instrument
construction and tuning and specific playing techniques, as well as instrument setup diagrams with models and ranges of
keyboard percussion instruments. With more than 300 images and examples, it is the ideal reference book to enable any musician
to better understand the extensive world of percussion and drumming.
The papers in this volume cover a broad spectrum of topics that represent the truly diverse nature of the field of composite
materials. This collection presents research and findings relevant to the latest advances in composites materials, specifically their
use in aerospace, maritime, and even land applications. The editors have made every effort to bring together authors who put forth
recent advances in their research while concurrently both elaborating on and thereby enhancing our prevailing understanding of
the salient aspects related to the science, engineering, and far-reaching technological applications of composite materials.
If you have ever felt the pulsating beat of the timbales, those electrifying steel drums native to Puerto Rico, or the reverberating
sound of the djembe, the wooden hand drum born in Africa, then you know the power of percussive instruments. One shake of a
rain stick or a few scratches on a washboard has the ability to turn an ordinary song into something far more profound. The intent
of this volume is to guide researchers, students, and those with a general curiosity about percussion instruments in their efforts to
expand their understanding of this dynamic and wide-ranging group of instruments. This revised edition of Practical Percussion
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includes a revised and expanded list of manufacturers and suppliers, additional entries and photographs, and an index.
The second volume of Leonardo Studies offers an impressive overview of current Leonardo scholarship into two of his primary
interests: nature and architecture. The authors consider Leonardo’s treatises and their aftermath, science experiments, and fields
of art and science based on two abundant subjects.

The papers in this volume cover a broad spectrum of topics that represent the truly diverse nature of the field of
composite materials. In recent years, composite materials have grown in strength, stature, and significance to become a
key material of enhanced scientific interest and resultant research into understanding their behavior for selection and
safe use in a wide spectrum of technology-related applications. This collection presents research and findings relevant to
the latest advances in composites materials, specifically their use in aerospace, maritime, and even land applications.
The editors have made every effort to bring together authors who put forth recent advances in their research while
concurrently both elaborating on and thereby enhancing our prevailing understanding of the salient aspects related to the
science, engineering, and far-reaching technological applications of composite materials.
Reveals the history of the rock drum kit, its leading manufacturers, and the drummers who inspired innovation in its
making
This comprehensively updated second edition features major revisions, 24 new chapters and more than 40 new authors,
reflecting both the advances and key challenges within the field. Offering a systematic guide to the management of
children and adults with severe traumatic brain injury throughout the entire chain of care, it includes evidence-based
recommendations for each diagnostic and therapeutic measure, together with tips, tricks and pitfalls. The authors are all
highly experienced clinicians and researchers who work with neurotrauma patients on a daily basis, and the editors
represent the Scandinavian Neurotrauma Committee. The book helps professionals provide more systematic and higherquality care in prehospital settings, primary hospitals, neurosurgical departments, neurointensive care units, and
rehabilitation facilities. It is intended for all healthcare personnel involved in the multidisciplinary management of patients
with head injuries, especially those in emergency care, neurosurgery, anesthesiology, radiology, and rehabilitation.
Ritual trance has always been closely associated with music—but why, and how? Gilbert Rouget offers and extended
analysis of music and trance, concluding that no universal law can explain the relations between music and trance; they
vary greatly and depend on the system of meaning of their cultural context. Rouget rigorously examines a worldwide
corpus of data from ethnographic literature, but he also draws on the Bible, his own fieldwork in West Africa, and the
writings of Plato, Ghazzali, and Rousseau. To organize this immense store of information, he develops a typology of
trance based on symbolism and external manifestations. He outlines the fundamental distinctions between trance and
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ecstasy, shamanism and spirit possession, and communal and emotional trance. Music is analyzed in terms of
performers, practices, instruments, and associations with dance. Each kind of trance draws strength from music in
different ways at different points in a ritual, Rouget concludes. In possession trance, music induces the adept to identify
himself with his deity and allows him to express this identification through dance. Forcefully rejecting pseudo-science and
reductionism, Rouget demystifies the so-called theory of the neurophysiological effects of drumming on trance. He
concludes that music's physiological and emotional effects are inseparable from patterns of collective representations
and behavior, and that music and trance are linked in as many ways as there are cultural structures.
NATUROPATHIC PHYSICAL MEDICINE provides a philosophical naturopathic perspective, as well as practical clinical
applications, for manual and physical approaches to health care. A wide range of bodywork and movement approaches
and modalities are evaluated in relation to their ability to be appropriately used in naturopathic treatment and
rehabilitation settings. The model of care emphasised in this text recognizes that naturopathically oriented therapeutic
interventions usually focus on achieving one or all of the following: enhancement of function so that the person, system or
part, can better self-regulate in response to adaptive demands; modification or removal of adaptive load factors; and
symptomatic relief without creation of significant additional adaptive changes.
This work counters historiographies that search for the origins of modern science within the experimental practices of Europe’s
first scientific institutions, such as the Cimento. It proposes that we should look beyond the experimental rhetoric found in
published works, to find that the Cimento academicians were participants in a culture of natural philosophical theorising that
existed throughout Europe.
This volume is a comprehensive, critical introduction to vertebrate zooarchaeology, the field that explores the history of human
relations with animals from the Pliocene to the Industrial Revolution.? The book is organized into five sections, each with an
introduction, that leads the reader systematically through this swiftly expanding field. Section One presents a general introduction
to zooarchaeology, key definitions, and an historical survey of the emergence of zooarchaeology in the Americas, Europe, Asia,
and Africa, and introduces the conceptual approach taken in the book. This volume is designed to allow readers to integrate data
from the book along with that acquired elsewhere within a coherent analytical framework. Most of its chapters take the form of
critical “review articles,” providing a portal into both the classic and current literature and contextualizing these with original
commentary. Summaries of findings are enhanced by profuse illustrations by the author and others.?
History of Shock Waves, Explosions and ImpactA Chronological and Biographical ReferenceSpringer Science & Business Media
Introduction to Computational Contact Mechanics: A Geometrical ApproachAlexander Konyukhov and Ridvan Izi - Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology, Germany"Introduction to Computational Contact Mechanics: A Geometrical Approach" covers the
fundamentals of computational contact mechanics and focuses on its practical implementation. Part one of this textbook focuses
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on the underlying theory and covers essential information about differential geometry and mathematical methods which are
necessary to build the computational algorithm independently from other courses in mechanics. The geometrically exact theory for
the computational contact mechanics is described in step-by-step manner, using examples of strict derivation from a mathematical
point of view. The final goal of the theory is to construct in the independent approximation form /so-called covariant form, including
application to high-order and isogeometric finite elements. The second part of a book is a practical guide for programming of
contact elements and is written in such a way that makes it easy for a programmer to implement using any programming
language. All programming examples are accompanied by a set of verification examples allowing the user to learn the research
verification technique, essential for the computational contact analysis.Key features: Covers the fundamentals of computational
contact mechanics Covers practical programming, verification and analysis of contact problems Presents the geometrically exact
theory for computational contact mechanics Describes algorithms used in well-known finite element software packages Describes
modeling of forces as an inverse contact algorithm Includes practical exercises Contains unique verification examples such as the
generalized Euler formula for a rope on a surface, and the impact problem and verification of th? percussion center Accompanied
by a website hosting software "Introduction to Computational Contact Mechanics: A Geometrical Approach" is an ideal textbook for
graduates and senior undergraduates, and is also a useful reference for researchers and practitioners working in computational
mechanics.
Cook’s TEACHING PERCUSSION, which includes over seven hours of video footage, continues to set the standard in percussion
instrument methods texts. Providing a comprehensive introduction to every aspect of percussion education, technique and
performance, this enhanced third edition develops students' musical understanding and performance skills. The author's
consistent and detailed philosophy introduces students to a refined teaching methodology--and gives them greater insight into the
learning process by integrating contemporary concepts about experiential awareness learning. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This text offers a modern approach to hydrotherapy— the use of water, ice, steam, and hot and cold temperatures to improve or maintain
health— as performed by massage therapists. Authored by an experienced massage therapist, this book presents clear, uncomplicated
explanations of how hydrotherapy affects the body, and then demonstrates a wide variety of hydrotherapy treatments. The book suggests
how massage therapists may use hydrotherapy treatments before and during massage sessions, or give these treatments to clients to do
between sessions for faster and better results. The author presents real-life examples and case studies obtained through interviews with
massage therapists, athletic trainers, physical therapists, naturopathic doctors, aquatic therapists, and medical doctors treating patients in a
medical hydrotherapy setting.
Olmec Lithic Economy at San Lorenzo examines the specialized craft production, manufacturing, adoption, and spread of obsidian cutting
tools at San Lorenzo, Mexico, the first major Olmec center to develop in the southern Gulf Coast region of Mesoamerica. Through the
systematic analysis of this single commodity, Kenneth Hirth and Ann Cyphers reconstruct the importation of raw material and the on-site
production and distribution of finished goods from a specialized workshop engaged in the manufacture of obsidian blades. The obsidian blade
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was the cutting tool of choice across Mesoamerica and used in a wide range of activities, from domestic food preparation to institutional ritual
activities. Hirth and Cyphers conducted a three-decade investigation of obsidian artifacts recovered at Puerto Malpica, the earliest known
workshop, and seventy-six other sites on San Lorenzo Island, where these tools were manufactured for local and regional distribution.
Evidence recovered from these excavations provides some of the first information on how early craft specialists operated and how the
specialized technology used to manufacture obsidian blades spread across Mesoamerica. The authors use geochemical analyses to identify
thirteen different sources for obsidian during San Lorenzo’s occupation. This volcanic glass, not locally available, was transported over great
distances, arriving in nodular and finished blade form. Olmec Lithic Economy at San Lorenzo offers a new way to analyze the Preclassic lithic
economy—the procurement, production, distribution, and consumption of flaked stone tools—and shows how the study of lithics aids in
developing a comprehensive picture of the internal structure and operation of Olmec economy. The book will be significant for
Mesoamericanists as well as students and scholars interested in economy, lithic technology, and early complex societies.
Now in its third edition, this standard reference is a comprehensive treatment of nonsmooth mechanical systems refocused to give more
prominence to issues connected with control and modelling. It covers Lagrangian and Newton–Euler systems, detailing mathematical tools
such as convex analysis and complementarity theory. The ways in which nonsmooth mechanics influence and are influenced by wellposedness analysis, numerical analysis and simulation, modelling and control are explained. Contact/impact laws, stability theory and
trajectory-tracking control are given detailed exposition connected by a mathematical framework formed from complementarity systems and
measure-differential inclusions. Links are established with electrical circuits with set-valued nonsmooth elements as well as with other
nonsmooth dynamical systems like impulsive and piecewise linear systems. Nonsmooth Mechanics (third edition) retains the topical structure
familiar from its predecessors but has been substantially rewritten, edited and updated to account for the significant body of results that have
emerged in the twenty-first century—including developments in: the existence and uniqueness of solutions; impact models; extension of the
Lagrange–Dirichlet theorem and trajectory tracking; and well-posedness of contact complementarity problems with and without friction. Many
figures (both new and redrawn to improve the clarity of the presentation) and examples are used to illustrate the theoretical developments.
Material introducing the mathematics of nonsmooth mechanics has been improved to reflect the broad range of applications interest that has
developed since publication of the second edition. The detail of some mathematical essentials is provided in four appendices. With its
improved bibliography of over 1,300 references and wide-ranging coverage, Nonsmooth Mechanics (third edition) is sure to be an invaluable
resource for researchers and postgraduates studying the control of mechanical systems, robotics, granular matter and relevant fields of
applied mathematics. “The book’s two best features, in my view are its detailed survey of the literature... and its detailed presentation of
many examples illustrating both the techniques and their limitations... For readers interested in the field, this book will serve as an excellent
introductory survey.” Andrew Lewis in Automatica “It is written with clarity, contains the latest research results in the area of impact problems
for rigid bodies and is recommended for both applied mathematicians and engineers.” Panagiotis D. Panagiotopoulos in Mathematical
Reviews “The presentation is excellent in combining rigorous mathematics with a great number of examples... allowing the reader to
understand the basic concepts.” Hans Troger in Mathematical Abstracts “/i>
This SME classic is both a reference book for the working engineer and a textbook for the mining student. This hardcover edition gives a brief
history of surface mining and a general overview of the state of surface mining today--topics range from production and productivity to
technological developments and trends in equipment. This extremely useful text takes the approach that exploration and mining geologists
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must be expert in a number of fields, including basic finance and economics, logistics, and pragmatic prospecting. Readers will find material
on all these topics and more. The book's nine chapters include: Introduction, Exploration and Geology Techniques, Ore Reserve Estimation,
Feasibility Studies and Project Financing, Planning and Design of Surface Mines, Mine Operations, Mine Capital and Operating Costs,
Management and Organization, and Case Studies. The book is fully indexed.
Taking as its central theme the issue of whether early Hominins organized themselves into societies as we understand them, John McNabb
looks at how modern researchers recognize such archaeological cultures. He examines the existence of a stone tool culture called the
Clactonian to introduce the multidisciplinary nature of the subject. In analyzing the various kinds of data archaeologists would use to
investigate the existence of a Palaeolithic culture, this book represents the latest research in archaeology, population dispersals, geology,
climatology, human palaeontoloty, evolutionary psychology, environmental and biological disciplines and dating techniques, along with many
other research methods.
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